At home learning ActivitiesThese tasks are to support learning choose those which best interest and support your
child. Have fun!!
Most of these tasks focus on our topic for this half term of the Evil pea in Wales. The
Evil pea is from the Supertato stories by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet.
Writing Station

Book nook

Write me a message starting with
the sentence

Find your favourite book at
home.

I really wish my teacher
knew…..
Eg. I really wish my teacher knew
how much I love dogs I have two
at home. They are called …

Can you draw a picture of the
cover and write me at least one
sentence about why this book is
your favourite.
Can you use sounding out, finger
spaces, full stops and a wow
word to describe it?

Tell me something you would love
me to know I can be about
anything you like. Remember
finger spaces, full stops and super

Oracy task
Can you tell a member of your
family all about your reading
book?
What happens? Which
characters are in the story?
Which part do you like the
best? Can you say why?

Construction

Can you measure three places in
your house using your foot as a
measurement. Eg my room is 20
foot steps long.
Can you then find the shortest
and the longest room.

Malleable/ cooking
Use the recipe on the link below
to make biscuits. Can you
decorate them?
https://recipes.sainsburys.co.uk
/recipes/baking/easy-biscuits

Word Detective

Can youPlay I spy
The what am I game? – give clues
and see if people can guess what
you are
Play games learning your letters
and key words. How many can you
read and write?

Then can you try and make other
amounts up to 10p using the
fewest number of coins.
year ones- can you find out how
much change you will have if
you buy something costing, 6p,
8p, 4p and 5p.
Then can you find as many ways
as you can of making 20p?

sounding out.
Can you use blocks, boxes or
another material to make a tower
taller and then shorter than you.
Send me a picture if you can.

Maths Area
Can you find as many ways as
possible to make 10p you can use
1p, 2p, 5p, 10p

Small world
Imaginative play
Can you use your evil pea when
you are playing and take him on
different adventures. If you
can take pictures so that you
can tell us about it when we are
back in school.

Design and Make
Can you make a vegetable
friend for evil pea, you can use
any materials or objects you
have at home for this. I cant
wait to see who you make.

ICT
Useful websites to help you
learn at homewww.twinkl.co.uk
www.topmarks.co.uk
www.gonoodle.com
www.crickweb.co.uk

Let’s Investigate
We have been finding out all
about Wales and castles in
Wales. Can you chose your
favourite Welsh castle and find
out 5 facts about it. Find a way
of presenting this so we can
share it with the rest of our
class.

Water
Can you explore different
containers in your house- try
filling them up so that they
areFull
Empty
Nearly full
Nearly empty
Then choose one bigger
container and a smaller one. Can
you guess how many of the
smaller container it will take to
fill the bigger container. When
you have made your guess test
to see if you were right.
Outdoor

Go for a walk or into your
garden/ outdoor spaceSit quietly for 3 minutes- draw
me a sound map of what you can
hear.
Can you make shapes using
leaves, sticks and stones- try
and make a tringle, circle,
square and rectangle.

Table top Games
Can you play a game with a
member of your family?
Make sure you take turns, share,
work together and congratulate
the winner.

Physical/ Movement
Can you see how many
different actions you can do
in 1 minute.
Eg – hops, jumps, star jumps,
claps, spins
Then try 2 minutes.
Do some yoga activities using
cosmic kids to help you https://www.youtube.com
/user/CosmicKidsYoga
Welsh development
Have a look at the weather every
day-keep a weather diary and try
and practice your welsh- can you
tell you family what the weather
is in welsh?
Remember Sut mae’r tywydd
heddiw? – what is the weather
today
Mae hin- it is…..
Heulog- sunny
Stormus- stormy
Bwrw glaw- raining
gwyntog- windy
Bwrw eira- snowing
Gymylog- cloudy

The four core areas of learning for children ages 3-7 are below, these are some possible
areas or activities you could do with your child to support their development and
encourage learning. Where possible keep activities practical, fun and entertainingoutdoors activities and being physical is proven to support learning.

Language and literacy development
 Play I spy or the ‘what am I game?’
 Writing messages or notes to family members,
friends or neighbours.
 Making up stories and telling them to friends,
teddies and family.
 Writing letters, cards, postcards or stories.
 Reading stories, poems, labels and recipes
 Phonics apps and online reading and sound
games.
 Making letters and words in the garden from
sticks, stones or leaves.
 Writing describing words for things you can see
or hear outside.
 Singing songs and nursery rhymes.
 Research a topic that you have always been
interested in eg space, dinosaurs.

Mathematical and numerical reasoning development
 Counting objects at home- eg cars, sicks,
leaves, stones sorting into two groups then
combining to add or removing to take away.
 Writing numbers in paint, coloured pens or
sand.
 Baking – time, weight, measurements,
capacity- how full, empty, how much liquid?
How many? Etc
 Time- looking at o’clock what time might we
eat lunch, go to bed etc.
 Can we time ourselves- how many times can we
run, hop jump etc in a minute
 Shape hunts- which 2d and 3d shapes can we
find in the house.
 Sorting things thinking of different criteria
eg, red cars and blue cars, then can you sort
them by blue cars with 2 doors and blue cars
with 4 doors etc.


Physical development
 Cutting smaller and larger shapes or pictureseg people from magazines or comics.
 Threading beads, sewing or knitting
 Playing with play doh- making your own is lots of
fun and there are lots of quick and easy guides
online.
 Any physical outdoor activities where you move
your bodies- running, jumping, rolling over,
hopping, skipping
 Collecting sticks and building dens or forts.
 Yoga see cosmickids on you tube
 Sign up to go noodle( its free) – lots of
practical activities and dances our class love
these we do them often.
 Pretending to be different animals- move like
them. Eg can you hop like a kangaroo

Personal and social development

playing snap and turn taking games
 Making cards or kind messages for other
family members or neighbours.
 Caring for plants or pets.
 Helping with at home tasks- cleaning, washing
up, hoovering.
 Develop own self care skills- tooth brushing,
fastening buttons and zips, getting dressed
and tidying bedrooms.
 Thinking about healthy foods- having enough
fruit and vegetables a day and drinking lots of
water.
 Keeping active and how our heart and bodies
feel when we move around.

